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Sowing the Seeds of God’s Love 

 

A minister decided that a visual demonstration would add emphasis to his Sunday 

sermon about growing in good soil. He placed four worms into four separate jars. The 

first worm was put into a container of Kentucky bourbon. The second worm was put 

into a container that had captured cigarette smoke. The third worm was put into a 

container of rich chocolate syrup. The fourth worm was put into a container of good 

clean soil. At the conclusion of the sermon, he reported the following results: The first 

worm in the bourbon: Dead. The second worm in cigarette smoke: Dead. The third 

worm in chocolate syrup: Dead. The fourth worm in good clean soil: Alive. So, the 

minister asked the congregation, “What can we learn from this demonstration?” A little 

old woman in the back quickly raised her hand and answered, “As long as you drink, 

smoke, and eat chocolate, you won’t have worms!” 

 

Over the next three Sundays we will hear in Matthew’s Gospel texts Jesus teaching the 

crowds a series of parables concerning the Kingdom of heaven. Even though today’s 

story is referred to as the Parable of the Good Sower, its focus seems to be on the 

different kinds of soil. At the most obvious level this parable invites us to consider what 

kind of dirt we are. Now there is nothing wrong with reflecting on what it takes to be 

good soil as the minister tried to do with his congregation through his visual 

demonstration. But, as the parable’s title would suggest, this is not the only way to read 

the story. Parables are tricky because we try to understand them through the lens of our 

worldview. As we look more deeply at this parable, it doesn’t seem to make much 

sense.  Today we don’t see this kind of sowing happening on most of our farms. Sowing 

seeds is largely done by machine. Giant tractors crawl across our fields guided by GPS, 

the farmers guiding the machine’s steel fingers as they rake the ground, stab the seed 

into a hole, cover it, and add some water. There isn’t much chance of seed going too far 

amiss. The birds can still get the seed if they try hard enough and you never know these 

days what’s going to happen with our weather. However, much of the handling of soil 

and seed has been taken over by technology and very little is left to chance.. 

The sower’s methods in Jesus’ parable seems the complete opposite of what’s done in 

farming today. A wise farmer makes sure to entrust the precious seed he has to the best 

possible soil. But this one tosses seed in the worst possible places, among rocks and 

thorns and on a well-traveled pathway. He doesn’t seem to have any control over it or 

doesn’t even seem to care. It’s not at all surprising that most of it didn’t grow. What’s 
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surprising, what’s seemingly reckless and irresponsible and inefficient is that the farmer 

chose to sow it there in the first place.  

This reckless farmer that Jesus talks about always makes me think of the tale of Johnny 

Appleseed and the song attributed to him I grew up singing at church camp as a 

mealtime prayer . I decided to google him and learned he was an actual person -

Jonathan Chapman, an eccentric nurseryman and early conservationist from the turn of 

the 19th century who spent his life planting orchards on the edges of Western frontier 

which back then was Ohio, Pennsylvania, Indiana and Illinois. In spite of the great 

dangers of the wilderness that were part of the American west, he kept on planting. 

Because he preferred planting seeds over the traditional grafting of apples from 

their parent tree Johnny created the conditions for trees to adapt and thrive in 

their new environment. From his seemingly reckless way of planting came some 

of the most hardy, American trees we have to this day. Like Johnny Appleseed, 

there is something in the Good Sower’s heart that keeps Him going in spite of the birds 

and rocks and thorns, something that keeps Him sowing the seeds, ever hoping for 

some good ground, ever trusting that conditions will be created for the seed to prosper 

and adapt in new environs.  

The Rev. Michael Marsh writes, “Parables give us a glimpse into God’s world and show 

us what God is like. Parables are not meant to test human intelligence. They are koans 

of grace that test our heart’s willingness to surrender to and be enveloped in the always 

surprising generosity of God.”  Looking at the Parable of the Good Sower in this way, 

we see that this story is not so much about good farming techniques or the quality of 

dirt. It’s not so much about how we think things should or do work in our world. 

Rather, it is about the quality of the sower-the surprising generosity of a God who is 

reckless with his love for us, scattering seed wildly and tending to soil that should have 

been deserted.    

 

 “Jesus’ point in this parable, the Rev. Delmer Chilton writes, “is to encourage those 

who go out to sow the seed of the Kingdom of God. It’s our job to tell everybody the 

Good News. And, all too often, we don’t. We try to decide who the right people to tell it 

to are. We try to decide who will fit in with us at our church. We try to figure out who 

we want to be a part of our church, and that’s just wrong. In this parable Jesus shows us 

that to be a good sower of Gospel seed, a good spreader of God’s love and mercy we 

have to spread it to everybody; whether they deserve it or not; whether they are likely 

to receive it or not; whether we like them or not.  Doesn’t matter if they are Paths, Rocks 

or Briars; it’s our job to throw the Gospel at them.  
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We must sow the seeds of the kingdom, wildly, tossing out God’s bouquets of God’s 

love to everyone without judgment or fear of what kind of soil the seeds have landed 

on.  We must let go of our need to control how we share the message of God’s love or 

who should be receiving it. We must sow on and on in gracious abandon, maybe never 

fully knowing the outcome of our work. But we mustn’t give up. Because just as God, 

our Good Sower, has not given up on us, continuing to work on whatever is hardened, 

rocky or thorny within us, we can’t give up on one another.  We cling to the belief that 

love is more powerful than all other forces, and in the end love will heal us and our 

world. It is about God’s kingdom and not ours, after all. And in God’s kingdom the 

most surprising and miraculous things can and do happen! Amen. 

 

 

 

 


